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Abstract

Shock-to-detonation transition profiles of PBX 9502 explosive are analyzed to
develop a rate law for shock acceleration. The shock motion profiles are seen to
follow a common trend in the shock acceleration–velocity frame, aside from an
early time transient that is dependent on the initiating shock strength. The duration
of the early time transient is seen to correlate with the initial shock strength. The
common shock acceleration profile is seen to be Arrhenius-like with respect to
the local particle velocity or pressure. A dual-rate pressure-dependent Arrhenius-
type rate law is developed with the duration of the early rate set by the initial
shock strength. The rate law is able to predict the shock motion for all tests well
in both particle velocity and pressure space. In addition to directly measuring
commonalities in the acceleration profiles of the experimental shock motion, this
work provides insight into the functional form of the reaction rate laws for this
TATB-based high explosive. The rate law also supports the concept that shock-
driven reaction in heterogenous high explosives is driven by localized ignition and
growth of hotspots.
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1. Introduction1

The detonation reaction rate constitutes a key element of reactive models used2

to predict detonation in high explosives. These reactive models resolve the com-3

bustion reaction and require this relation along with an explosive reactant equation4

of state (EOS) and product EOS as the minimum explosive property data neces-5

sary for accurate predictions. Phenomenologically accurate forms for each of6

these relationships provides better predictions over a larger range of conditions.7

The extreme properties and short timescales associated with the reaction zone8

in condensed-phase detonation make measurement of these values challenging,9

but direct measurements of both the reactant EOS and product EOS are possible10

[1, 2]. However, it is still difficult to resolve the temporally and spatially small11

scales of the reaction zones for condensed-phase explosives experimentally, which12

has complicated attempts to develop accurate reaction rate forms. As a result, a13

wide range of empirical reaction rate forms are currently implemented in models14

of condensed-phase explosive reaction [3–7].15

Due to these measurement limitations, existing rate law forms have been de-16

veloped in an ad-hoc fashion using qualitative concepts about the detonation re-17

action rate that have not been directly measured via experiment. The resulting18

rate laws are generally very complex, requiring many conditional statements or19

“switches” to activate different rate forms for different reaction regimes. Common20

forms are inspired by the Arrhenius rate law, pressure dependent power (e.g. P n)21

burn rate laws, and growth of a number of localized ignited “hotspot” regions [8].22

Temperature-based Arrhenius reaction rates are commonly observed for combus-23

tion of gaseous explosive and in condensed-phase explosives undergoing ther-24

mal cookoff [9], while pressure-dependent burn rates are observed in deflagrating25

strands of explosive [10]. However, these rate forms are derived from experiments26

in condensed-phase explosives reacting at significantly lower pressures, tempera-27

tures, and strain rates than occur during detonation. Additionally, hotspot-induced28

reactions have never been directly observed in solid explosives [11] but instead are29

implied from indirect observations including shock-to-detonation wave trajecto-30

ries, the “dead-pressing” of explosives by sub-critical strength shocks, and the31

sensitization of explosives by the inclusion of small amounts of material with a32

substantially different acoustic impedance than the base formulation. Thus, the33

relevance of each mechanism is not clear in regimes approaching those associated34

with detonation.35

It is common to calibrate reaction rate models to measurements of high ex-36

plosives being initiated in plate impact facilities [3–7]. These data are appealing37
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for calibration because the trajectories of shock waves in the explosive undergoing38

the shock-to-detonation (SDT) transition process access a large range of pressures.39

Additionally, the wave motion is considered to be one-dimensional (1-D), which40

simplifies calculations. Early Lagrangian analysis highlighted the ability of such41

measurements to yield the energy release rate when analyzed via conservation42

of mass, momentum, and energy [12–15], but only used synthetic data to evalu-43

ate such an approach and did not identify any global reaction rate forms. Later,44

Handley [16] smoothed experimental data with assumed product EOS forms to45

conclude that the reaction rate versus time relationships were bell shaped and did46

not overlay, through it was noted that the product EOS choice significantly af-47

fected the calculation of the reaction rate. Surprisingly, however, very little other48

work has been done outside of the computational area to analyze if there are any49

inherent relationships present in the lead shock acceleration trajectory [17, 18].50

The form of such relationships could provide insight into the underlying chemical51

reaction rate laws. Thus, identification of such relationships could serve to both52

simplify and speed the development of more accurate reaction rate forms.53

In this work, new analysis of previously published shock acceleration trajecto-54

ries from the high explosive PBX 9502 undergoing 1-D SDT are shown to follow55

a common pathway in the shock velocity–acceleration regime. The Arrhenius56

plot is used to demonstrate that this relationship is composed of two rates, both of57

which are Arrhenius-like with respect to the particle velocity or reactant pressure.58

Both rates are quantified and used to assemble a common acceleration rate law for59

PBX 9502 undergoing SDT that is able to predict the shock acceleration profile60

well. This work provides the first analysis of PBX 9502 high explosive SDT data61

that infers both the form and magnitude of the reaction rate law for PBX 950262

undergoing shock initiation.63

2. Prior Experimental Measurements64

The high explosive used in this work is PBX 9502. PBX 9502 is a plastic-65

bonded explosive composed of 95.0 wt. % TATB (2,4,6-triamino-1,3,5-trinitrobenzene)66

explosive bonded with 5.0 wt. % Kel-F 800, which is a a proprietary name for the67

thermoplastic chlorofluoropolymer Polychlorotrifluoroethylene or PCTFE [19].68

PBX 9502 is an insensitive high explosive with a nominal detonation velocity of69

7.8 mm/µs and a failure diameter near 8.0 mm [20]. The explosive microstructure70

is composite in nature and composed of a series of TATB grains that are coated71

with the Kel-F polymer and then pressed into a solid form, as reviewed in Gus-72

tavsen et al. [21]. The resulting microstructure is heterogenous and affected by73
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any variations in the constitutive ingredients [22, 23]. Thus, shock-driven reaction74

in plastic bonded explosives is a complex field of study due to the heterogenous75

nature of the microstructure.76

The shock-to-detonation initiation data used in this analysis is from Gustavsen77

et al. [21]. The PBX 9502 is initiated in a plate impact experiment as shown in78

Fig. 1. A two-stage gas gun is used to accelerate a polymer-tipped projectile to ve-

Impactor

Magnetic field
(B = 750–1200 G)

Lexan projectile

Gun barrel

Explosive
sample

Voltage = BLup

Magnetic gauge
packet

Figure 1: A schematic of the plate impact experiment for SDT measurement from Ref. 24.

79

locities between 2.3–2.9 mm/µs. The projectile impacts a static explosive target80

and generates a supported shock wave in the explosive target with impact pres-81

sures between 10–16 GPa. The experiment diameter and impactor thickness are82

sufficient to maintain one-dimensional flow and a supported shock for a significant83

portion of the SDT process, which can take several microseconds.84

The target contains an embedded gauge as a diagnostic to record both the85

in situ post-shock particle velocities and the propagation velocity of the shock86

wave through the explosive. The gauge package consists of a series of conductors87

printed onto a 50-µm-thick flexible Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP) sub-88

strate, which is embedded into the target explosive. A second auxiliary gauge is89

located at the interface between the impactor and target. During the experiment,90

the gauge package is immersed in a one-dimensional magnetic field of constant91

strength. Due to the induction effect, any motion of a conductor through the mag-92

netic field induces an electric current in the conductor whose strength is propor-93

tional to the relative velocity. As the gauge is embedded inside the sample and of94

similar impedance, it moves with the particle velocity of the surrounding mate-95

rial. Measurement of the voltage induced in the conductor thus yields the particle96

velocity history in the explosive [25].97

Figure 2 shows particle velocity up profiles for the gauges from a plate impact98

experiment on PBX 9502 to illustrate relevant features of the SDT process. Im-99

pact of the Kel-F polymer driver traveling at 2.49 mm/µs induces a 10.65 GPa100

strength shock in the PBX 9502. The lead (leftmost) gauge at the interface be-101
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Figure 2: Embedded gauge data for test 2s-69 from Ref. 21.

tween the two materials measures a shock with a postshock velocity of 1.197 ±102

0.025 mm/µs. At this impact condition, the PBX 9502 does not immediately re-103

act and the postshock particle velocity remains steady as it is supported by the104

impactor. Subsequent gauges inside the explosive show increasing lead shock105

strength that is driven by reactive growth (increasing up magnitude shortly be-106

hind the shock. The shock wave fully transitions to a detonation between gauges107

9 and 10, near 1.67 µs, and assumes a velocity profile that is characteristic of a108

detonation wave. After transition, the wave shape no longer evolves and the peak109

particle velocity is constant at approximately 2.2 mm/µs, indicating a von Neu-110

mann pressure of at least 29.1 GPa. (Shock interactions between the explosive111

and the gauge can result in wave impedance effects and possible gauge slip in the112

explosive, limiting measurement accuracy over timescales less than 50 ns.)113

Thus, this diagnostic allows interrogation of the flow inside a polymer or ex-114

plosive undergoing shock loading. It is particularly valuable for characterizing the115

entirety of the SDT process in a single test while providing both shock velocity116

and particle velocity history of the flow. Other methods, such as wedge tests or117

cutback-style testing, can only provide a subset of this data with each experiment.118

3. Analysis119

Analytic description of the shock-to-detonation relationship in high explosives120

has proved difficult to characterize, with relatively little work on the topic and121

heavy reliance on numerical modeling instead [8]. Winter et al. [17] demon-122

strated that the shock acceleration profiles for an HMX-based explosive formula-123

tion could be collapsed to a single curve when each test was appropriately nondi-124
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mensionalized by test-specific parameters including the particle velocity imme-125

diately behind the initial shock up,0, the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) particle velocity126

associated with the sonic surface in a one-dimensional detonation, and the time127

to detonation tp from initial shock loading [26]. Similar scaling was seen for the128

reactive growth peak following the shock arrival as well. However, they were not129

able to extend this scaling to a TATB-based explosive, possibly due to uncertain-130

ties in the CJ particle velocity [18].131

In this section, an alternate approach is utilized to characterize shock wave ac-132

celeration during the SDT process for PBX 9502. Analysis in velocity-acceleration133

space is seen to yield commonalities across all tests without the need to intro-134

duce any test-specific nondimensionalization factors. Arrhenius theory can then135

be used to quantify the observed relationship.136

3.1. Shock Acceleration Trend137

The data of Gustavsen et al. [21] was analyzed to extract the particle velocity138

associated with the lead shock arrival at each gauge. These values were selected139

by inspection of each gauge record with selection criteria being the termination of140

the extremely high slope region associated with the shock front as shown in Fig. 3141

for the same data as Fig. 2. Shock fronts with a lead shock particle velocities
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Figure 3: Data from Fig. 2 with lead shock up values indicated by black points.

142

exceeding 2.0 mm/µs were not included in the following analysis as they had143

profiles that were characteristic of detonation or were past the SDT transition144

distance as specified by Gustavsen et al. [21].145

All 20 of the supported shock experiments from Gustavsen et al. [21] were146

processed in this manner and the particle velocity versus time profiles for the147
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Figure 4: Lead shock up points for each test with spline fit curves. Blue-to-red color indicates
increasing initial up value.

shock front are shown as points in Fig. 4. The color of each test from blue-to-148

red indicates increasing initial particle velocity up,0 at the impact location. The149

curves of matching color are spline fits to the shock motion for each individual150

test. The particle velocity trend is seen to generally monotonically increase with151

time for each test except at early times for the lower velocity (purple and blue)152

data. Deviations from the trend in this region are attributed to experimental noise,153

which is seen to be± 0.025 mm/µs or approximately± 2.0–2.5% for gauges near154

the impact location (Fig. 3).155
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Figure 5: Lead particle velocity versus lead particle acceleration. Blue-to-red color indicates
increasing initial up value.

All of the velocity-time profiles in Fig. 4 appear to follow a similar trend.156

Figure 5 shows the derivative of the spline fits dup/dt = u̇p versus up. The latter157
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stages of the acceleration data appear to scale well with up despite the significant158

scatter present, which is likely associated with the differentiation of discrete data.159

However, the early time data for each test appear to be dependent on the initial160

conditions. Figure 6 replots the data in the format of an Arrhenius plot with ln (u̇p)161

versus 1/up on the horizontal axis. The shock acceleration profiles all exhibit a
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Figure 6: The data of Fig. 5 plotted in the format of an Arrhenius plot. Blue-to-red color indicates
increasing initial up value.

162

high negative slope for (early time) higher 1/up followed by a lower slope for163

(later time) lower 1/up values. Good agreement across all profiles is seen for the164

portion of the trend with a lower magnitude slope at low 1/up values (high up).165

Profiles do not overlay when exhibiting the initial high-slope behavior at higher166

1/up but the shapes of the curves in this region appear characteristically similar.167

The trend at lower 1/up appears nearly linear, which for an Arrhenius format168

plot indicates that the data corresponds to an Arrhenius-type relationship of the169

form170

dup
dt

= Ae−Eup/up (1)

where A is the pre-exponential factor and Eup can be thought of as an “activation171

particle velocity” that is functionally equivalent to the activation energy in the172

temperature-sensitive Arrhenius equation. Curves of the form of Eq. 1 will appear173

as straight lines on the Arrhenius plot with a slope of−Eup and a vertical intercept174

of lnA. The partial adherence of the experimental data to this trend indicates175

that the latter stages of the shock acceleration process may be predicted with an176

equation of similar form as Eq. 1.177

While not a thermodynamic quantity, the particle velocity is used in this anal-178

ysis as it is the quantity that is directly measured by the embedded gauge diagnos-179
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tic and will not be affected by any subsequent changes to the reactant equation of180

state calibration. However, up can be considered a surrogate for pressure in Eq. 1181

as the lead shock points follow the reactant Hugoniot during the SDT process.182

Thus, pressure can be substituted for up using the reactant Hugoniot, available in183

Gustavsen et al. [21], as is done later in this work.184

A similar substitution for the corresponding temperature could be found from185

a complete equation of state [27], but the use of temperature as a bulk parameter186

in flows is nonphysical for explosives with heterogenous microstructure. For such187

materials, the passage of the shock wave would result in local variations in the188

postshock thermodynamic quantities. With sufficiently large postshock pressures189

that satisfy hydrodynamic assumptions, pressure would be expected to equilibrate190

quickly in the subsonic postshock region. Temperature and density variations,191

however, would likely persist for a longer duration in the reaction zone, as con-192

trolled by diffusive and conductive effects.193

3.2. Quantification of Acceleration Using the Arrhenius Plot194

The trajectory of the SDT profiles on the Arrhenius plot in Fig. 6 indicated195

that the SDT process appears to have two associated acceleration rate trends, with196

the shock switching from an inital-condition-dependent lower-acceleration trend197

to a common higher one after a duration. This section quantifies the time of this198

rate transition and the parameters for both rates.199

The “switchover” time ts and velocity up,s when the acceleration trend changes200

from a low rate to a higher one was manually selected by inspection of the data in201

Figs. 4 and 6, in particular focusing on the location of the peak second derivative202

of the curves in Fig. 6. The selected switchover time and particle velocity were203

found to correlate with the initial postshock particle velocity up,0.204

The functional forms of these parameters are not known. For simplicity, up,s205

is fit to a linear trend via a least squares fit methodology to find206

up,s = (0.052± 0.044)− (0.974± 0.035)up,0 (2)

with velocity in mm/µs. The ± values following fitted values throughout the207

paper indicate the standard error associated with the fit for each parameter. The208

resulting equation has a negative slope and a positive intercept such that up,s −209

up,0 = 0 at up,0 = 2.018 mm/µs. This value is just below to the Von Neumann up210

value associated with detonation as noted in the previous section and may indicate211

that the wave does not exhibit a lower rate period as the initial shock strength212

approaches that of a self-supported detonation. Fitting a negative exponential213
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Figure 7: Switchover parameters ts (black) and up,s (red) versus up,0.

form to the ts data also with a least-squares fit methodology yields214

ts = (224.1± 181.7) e(−5.25±0.69)up,0 (3)

with time and velocity in µs and mm/µs, respectively. The fit reproduces the data215

trajectory well, goes to zero for large up,0 values and yields a very small ts values216

of 5.7 ns at up,0 = 2.018 mm/µs. The data and associated fits are plotted in Fig. 7.217

Figures 8 and 9 replot the velocity-time and Arrhenius plots with the selected218

switchover parameters ts and up,s demarcating the two different rate trends as219

indicated by the change in color. The spline curves in each figure that have been
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Figure 8: Data of Fig. 5 with colors marking low- (black) and high-rate (red) trends.

220

separately refit to the low- and high-rate parts of each test to better isolate the221

trends of each rate. The refitting is seen to not significantly change the trends for222

each rate.223
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Figure 9: Data of Fig. 6 with colors marking low- (black) and high-rate (red) trends. The straight
lines indicate the fits of Eq. 1 to the low- and high-rate curves, respectively.

The high-rate trend (red curves) clearly approximates a line, possibly with224

slight curvature, in Fig. 9. The data of Fig. 9 was discretized by computing a225

dataset of (1/up(t), ln u̇p(t)) pairs using the spline fits for each curve and the raw t226

data associated with each lead shock datapoint as shown in Fig. 4. Equation 1 was227

then fit to the data with a least-squares fit methodology and by varying parameters228

A and Eup to find A = 119.5 ± 18.4 mm/µs2 and Eup = 7.69 ± 0.22 mm/µs.229

The resulting standard errors are ±2.9% for Eup and ±15.4% for A. The slight230

curvature could be accounted for with a stretched Arrhenius form, Ae(−Eup/up)
n

,231

but this is not pursued in the present study as good quality predictions are achieved232

without this additional complexity.233

As mentioned, the low-rate trend is more complex to interpret. The experimen-234

tal noise is on the order of the acceleration magnitude for early times in the SDT235

process, making differentiation to obtain u̇p very noisy. Additionally, the resulting236

profiles do not overlay well. For consistency, the data is assumed to adhere to a237

similar rate form. Following the same fitting process as with the high-rate data,238

the low-rate data is fit to obtain A = 29.3± 21.0 mm/µs2 and Eup = 7.72± 1.09239

mm/µs. The resulting standard errors are ±14.1% for Eup and ±71.7% for A.240

Thus, the Eup parameter estimates for the low- and high-rate fits individually241

have good fit confidence and also overlap to yield a consistent prediction for the242

activation particle velocity of approximately 7.70 mm/µs. The fit confidence to the243

pre-exponential A parameter for the high-rate data is good, but the high scatter in244

the low-rate data gives a poor fit confidence to A. Thus, additional analysis is245

pursued to better estimate this value.246
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3.3. Optimizing the low-rate pre-exponential factor247

To better optimize the low-rate pre-exponential factor, hereafter referred to as248

AL, a shock acceleration rate law is assembled and integrated to fit the up–t data249

of Fig. 4. The fits to the low- and high-rate shock acceleration data are combined250

in a piecewise equation.251 {
dup/dt = ALe

−Eup/up 0 ≤ up < up,s

dup/dt = AHe
−Eup/up up,s ≤ up

(4)

The fitting process in the Arrhenius plot format yielded good fits to the high-rate252

pre-exponential AH = 119.5 mm/µs2 and a common activation velocity Eup =253

7.70 mm/µs. Equation 2 also provides the criteria for the switchover particle254

velocity up,s. These values are thus used to optimize AL.255

During the optimization process, Equation 4 is combined with the initial con-256

dition up(t = 0) = up,0 to create an initial value problem for the data from each257

test i. The error between the resulting solution f i(t, ui,fitp,1 , AL) for each test and258

the experimental data points ui,exptp,j is quantified using a merit function of the form:259

M =
20∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(
ui,exptp,j − f i(t, ui,fitp,1 , AL)

)2
(5)

where ui,exptp,j represents the jth experimental post-shock particle velocity point260

for the ith test. Minimization ofM achieves the best possible fit for AL across all261

the tests. For the present experiments, AL = 19.0 mm/µs2 yielded the minimum262

value ofM using the “NMinimize” function in Mathematica, which uses multiple263

optimization methods in concert to arrive at the minimum merit value. Figure 10264

illustrates the sensitivity of AL, AH , and Eup in Eq. 5 to variations of ±10% off265

of the values chosen in the present work. Parameter Eup is the most sensitive,266

followed by AH , with AL being the least sensitive.267

It was previously noted that experimental uncertainty for up was approxi-268

mately ±2.5%. In solving for AL, the uip,1 values were also allowed to vary in269

an unconstrained fashion to allow for error in the determination of the lead shock270

particle velocity. The resulting fitted ui,fitp,1 values were found to be within +2.4%271

to −3.4% of the measured ui,exptp,1 values as shown in Fig. 11, which is consistent272

with the experimental uncertainty estimate.273
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4. Rate Law Performance274

In the previous section, a rate law was developed and calibrated to predict the275

lead shock particle velocity evolution during the SDT process for PBX 9502. The276

full rate law is277 
dup/dt = 19.0e−7.70/up 0 ≤ up < up,s

dup/dt = 119.5e−7.70/up up,s ≤ up

with up,s = 0.052− 0.974up,0

(6)

where up,0 is up immediately behind the lead shock at t = 0. This rate law is278

graphically illustrated in Fig. 12.279
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Figure 12: Graphical illustration of the rate law for all tests. Blue-to-red color indicates increasing
initial up value. Dashed lines indicate up,s when switching from the lower to higher rate for each
test.

A key motivator for the study of Gustavsen et al. [21] was to determine if the280

microstructural variations associated with differences in the explosive formula-281

tion process modified the detonation initiation behavior. The tests spanned explo-282

sive that was formulated in four different groups or “lots”: V890-005, V890-022,283

R891-004, and R891-005. Each had different particle morphologies and storage284

histories as detailed in Gustavsen et al. [21]. Gustavsen et al. [21] reported no de-285

tectable variation in SDT behavior across the lots tested, though re-examination286

of their data shows this to not be the case. Figure 10 of Gustavsen et al. [21]287

summarizes the time to detonation for each experiment, with the points colored288

by lot. It can be seen that Lot V890-005 undergoes SDT more rapidly, with all289

points systematically below the fitted trend. Similarly, all points for Lot R891-004290

are above the fitted trend, indicating systematically slower SDT behavior for that291

lot. Further quantification of the variations present in Gustavsen et al. [21] is be-292

yond the present scope and deferred to future work, but the existence of lot-to-lot293

variations in the SDT behavior is relevant to the below discussion.294

The results of the rate law when using up,0 = ui,fitp,1 in the model are shown for295

explosive from each lot in Figs. 13–16. The markers in each plot are scaled to296

approximate ±0.025 mm/µs uncertainty in up. The model performance is seen to297

be good, with the curves intersecting almost all of the markers. The average error298

per test (normalized by the number of data points per test) is plotted as a func-299

tion of uexptp,1 in Fig. 17 with positive error indicating faster experimental particle300

velocities relative to the model predictions. The points in the figure are colored301

according the to the explosive lot, with Lots V890-005, V890-022, R891-004,302
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Figure 13: Comparison of rate model to tests with Lot V890-005. Blue-to-red color indicates
increasing initial up value.
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Figure 14: Comparison of rate model to tests with Lot V890-022. Blue-to-red color indicates
increasing initial up value.

and R891-005 shown as blue, green, orange, and red, respectively. The average303

percent error for each lot is -0.98% for Lot V890-005, 0.58% for Lot V890-022,304

-0.10% for Lot R891-004, and -0.10% for Lot R891-005. As with the results of305

Gustavsen et al. [21], systematic errors are observed. The model appears to sys-306

tematically overpredict results for Lot V890-005 and slightly underpredict results307

for Lot V890-022. The systematic nature of these errors indicates slight differ-308

ences in the rate law constants for each lot. Thus, it is expected that fitting each309

lot individually could improve the results and provide insight into rate law varia-310

tions across each lot. This is not pursued here for three reasons. First, the main311

focus of the present study is to demonstrate the existence of such a rate law for312

this high explosive. Secondly, the variations across lots are small. Finally, the313
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Figure 15: Comparison of rate model to tests with Lot R891-004. Blue-to-red color indicates
increasing initial up value.
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Figure 16: Comparison of rate model to tests with Lot R891-005. Blue-to-red color indicates
increasing initial up value.

explosive lot histories of Gustavsen et al. [21] convolve variations in formulation314

and storage history, which make it impossible to attribute any observed rate law315

variations conclusively to either variable.316

4.1. Pop plot prediction317

This rate law can also be used to estimate the time to detonation tp versus the318

initial shock pressure P0. This relationship is referred to as the “Pop” plot time319

after A. Popolato, one of the researchers who discovered it [26]. Figure 18 plots320

the time tp versus P0 for the model (curve) versus the experimental data. The open321

markers use tp and P0 as given by Table 2 in Gustavsen et al. [21]. The closed322

markers use tp from Gustavsen et al. [21] with P0 as computed from the initial323
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Figure 17: Model error for each test. Colors represent explosive lots as discussed in the text.
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Figure 18: Pop plot data. Open circles are tp–P0 values from Table 2 in Gustavsen et al. [21]. Cir-
cles use P0 values as determined in the present work. Colors represent explosive lots as discussed
in the text.

explosive densities and shock particle velocity measured in this work, ui,exptp,1 , via324

P = ρ0up (c0 + sup) (7)

which is derived from the momentum conservation law,325

P = ρ0Usup (8)

and a linear equation of state326

Us = c0 + sup (9)

with constant parameters c0 = 2.97 mm/µs and s = 1.81 as calibrated by Gus-327

tavsen et al. [21]. The P0 values from the present study are generally lower than328
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those selected by Gustavsen et al. [21] as the present ui,exptp,1 selection approach329

selects actual measured data points and does not extrapolate using the Hugoniot330

intersection method described in Fig. 8 of Gustavsen et al. [21]. The model curve331

was computed by integrating Eq. 4 across a range of up,0 values, assuming a332

constant ρ0 = 1.890 g/cc and that detonation onset occurred when the solution333

reached a critical up,c value of 1.987 mm/µs, which was determined via numerical334

optimization to best fit the data. This up,c value is seen to predict the pop plot rela-335

tionship quite well. Additionally, it is consistent both with the observation that all336

experimental data with up above 2.0 mm/µs appears as a detonation-characteristic337

profile and that the fitted parameters of Eq. 2 indicate that up,s − up,0 = 0 for338

up,0 = 2.018 mm/µs. These multiple correlations suggest that up ≈ 2.0 mm/µs339

is a critical value for the onset of shock and reaction zone coupling necessary for340

detonation to occur in PBX 9502.341

4.2. Pressure-Dependent Rate Law342

The above rate law is also reported as a function of pressure since many reac-343

tive flow models use pressure-dependent rate laws. Pressure P can be substituted344

for up in Eq. 4 using Eqs. 8 and 9 to yield345 
dP/dt = ρ0AL

√
c20 + 4sP/ρ0 exp

(
− 2sEup√

c20+
4sP
ρ0

−c0

)
0 ≤ P < Ps

dP/dt = ρ0AH
√
c20 + 4sP/ρ0 exp

(
− 2sEup√

c20+
4sP
ρ0

−c0

)
Ps ≤ P

(10)

with346

Ps = ρ0 (sm(P0, ρ0) + c0)m(P0, ρ0) (11)

and347

m(P0, ρ0) =

0.4871
(√

c20 +
4sP0

ρ0
− c0

)
s

+ 0.05201

 (12)

The constants AL, AH and Eup for the above equation are all identical to those in348

Section 3.3 since direct substitution was used, while c0 and s also correspond to349

their above values. Thus, this formulation yields pre-exponential and activation350

energy terms that are functions of pressure and density.351

The form of Eq. 10 is somewhat onerous and a more compact form can be352

generated by repeating the fitting process described in Section 3 in pressure space.353
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The postshock up values can be transformed to postshock pressures using Eq. 9354

and calibrated to yield355 {
dP/dt = BLe

−Ep/P 0 ≤ P < Ps

dP/dt = BHe
−Ep/P Ps ≤ P

(13)

where BL = 66.8 GPa/µs, BH = 553.0 GPa/µs, EP = 61.9 GPa, and356

Ps = 0.508 + 0.982P0 in GPa. (14)

This more concise form is nearly equivalent to Eq. 10 with consistent perfor-357

mance, but yields a constant pre-exponentials B and activation pressure Ep terms.358

5. Discussion359

The shock initiation process has long been thought to exhibit multiple stages360

due to the mesoscale shock and combustion dynamics associated with heteroge-361

nous solid explosives. Shock processing of heterogenous explosive microstructure362

is expected to generate “hotspot” regions of locally high temperature, that lead to363

localized ignition centers behind the shock front [28, 29]. The subsequent merging364

and “growth” of those localized reactions leads to a bulk reaction that then fully365

consumes the reactant. Multiple ignition mechanisms have been proposed and366

while the full process has never been directly observed in a solid explosive [11],367

there is a substantial amount of indirect evidence supporting this hypothesized368

process. For example, heterogenities in liquid explosives have been observed to369

locally induce igintion [30]. Also, polycrystalline PETN, a solid explosive with370

a highly heterogenous microstructure, undergoes SDT [31] much more quickly371

than homogenous single crystals of PETN [32] for comparable shock pressures.372

Reactive flow models such as the Ignition and Growth model [3] and subse-373

quent derivatives, as described by Menikoff and Shaw [6], all use this notion of374

multiple reaction rates to separately model an initially low rate reaction, generally375

termed “ignition”, followed by a higher rate “growth” phase. Additional detail376

on each model is provided in a recent review [8]. While these models have been377

quite successful in predicting reaction propagation behind shock waves, prior ex-378

perimental measurements have never directly revealed the form the reaction rate379

relationship. Rather, empirical rate functions are proposed in each model and then380

adjusted to fit experimental data.381

This work uses experimental data to directly infer the existence of two distinct382

reaction rates in the SDT process for PBX 9502, to quantify the time that each rate383
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influences the wave acceleration, and to quantify the influence of those rates on the384

shock strength growth during SDT. The trajectory of the latter stage, higher rate385

trend in Fig. 9 is clearly consistent with a stretched Arrhenius rate formAe(Ea/P )n .386

The form of the early time, lower rate is less distinct in the present study due to the387

relatively large influence of experimental noise relative to the low growth rate and388

the short duration of time spent in that rate by the wave. However, the adherence389

of the early time rate to a similar form was supported by the data yielding a similar390

Ea value to that of the high rate when fitted as an Arrhenius form. These observa-391

tions support the notion of a two-rate reaction model based on an Arrhenius form392

such as Ae(Eup/up)
n

or Ae(Ep/P )n .393

It is noted that the proposed rate forms in the present work are only intended394

to predict the acceleration profile of the shock front during the SDT process. It395

does not predict the evolution of the particle velocity trajectories with increasing396

distance behind the shock front, nor should it as this data was not used in the397

calibration methodology. Individual gauge records instead rise to slightly higher398

values than predicted by the rate law shortly after shock passage before rapidly399

decaying (Fig. 3). Chemical reaction in this region also occurs and progressively400

converts the reactants to products. That said, it is expected that the proposed401

combination of the proposed low rate form, high rate form, and initial-shock-402

dependent switchover condition could be used to model these features well with403

recalibrated constants via numerical analysis in a computational fluid dynamic404

(CFD) reactive model.405

6. Conclusions406

This work provides the first direct measurement of commonalities in the ac-407

celeration profiles of experimental shock motion during the shock-to-detonation408

transition (SDT) process and provides insight into the functional form of the re-409

action rate laws for PBX 9502 high explosive. Analysis of the shock motion410

was found to exhibit a common trend in the shock acceleration–velocity regime.411

The relationship was observed to be linear in an Arrhenius plot format, indicating412

that the functional form of the wave acceleration trajectories was consistent with a413

particle-velocity-dependent or pressure-dependent Arrhenius form. An early-time414

low-rate transient was also present in the data whose duration was observed to be415

inversely related to the initial shock strength.416

The observed relationship was found to be fit well by a dual-rate particle-417

velocity-dependent Arrhenius rate law. The rate law had an initial lower rate com-418

ponent for a short time duration before switching to a higher rate component. An419
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equivalent pressure-dependent Arrhenius rate law was also fit to the data. Inte-420

gration of the rate law was able to predict both the observed wave motion during421

the SDT process and the pop plot time-to-detonation relationship. The obser-422

vation that the initial lower acceleration rate was dependent on the initial shock423

strength was associated with ignition and merging of hotspots in the high explo-424

sive microstructure. The higher acceleration rate was related to progression of a425

bulk reaction front though the explosive, occurring after the individual hotspots426

had merged. This relationship is expected to provide insight into developing more427

physically appropriate forms for rate laws governing high explosive reaction rates.428
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Appendix A. Data Table518

Table A.1: Test details. Test identifier, lot, initial density, initial shock pressure and pop plot time
as reported by Gustavsen et al. [21]. Also shown are measured and fitted postshock values at the
lead gauge, their percent difference, and the corresponding fitted postshock pressure value.

Test Lot ρ0 P0 tp uexptp,1 ufitp,1 ufitp,1/uexptp,1 − 1 P fit
1

(g/cc) (GPa) (µs) (mm/µs) (mm/µs) (%) (GPa)
2s-058 R891-004 1.892 10.85 2.55 1.118 1.118 +0.04 10.89
2s-117 R891-005 1.889 10.67 2.45 1.119 1.135 +1.44 11.08
2s-070 V890-005 1.889 10.65 2.22 1.125 1.152 +2.36 11.31
2s-044 R891-004 1.890 10.95 2.75 1.13 1.113 -1.49 10.81
2s-136 V890-022 1.886 10.55 2.38 1.15 1.142 -0.71 11.17
2s-068 R891-004 1.893 11.49 2.10 1.165 1.161 -0.300 11.42
2s0-42 R891-004 1.890 11.16 2.18 1.171 1.154 -1.43 11.33
2s-069 V890-005 1.889 11.62 1.67 1.194 1.208 +1.14 12.04
2s-041 R891-004 1.890 11.98 1.75 1.206 1.195 -0.89 11.86
2s-116 R891-005 1.891 12.61 1.48 1.269 1.246 -1.84 12.55
2s-134 V890-022 1.888 12.35 1.48 1.282 1.238 -3.41 12.44
2s-057 R891-004 1.889 13.50 1.36 1.291 1.250 -3.16 12.61
2s-114 R891-005 1.889 13.47 1.12 1.292 1.281 -0.80 13.04
2s-040 R891-004 1.891 13.47 1.15 1.303 1.302 -0.08 13.35
2s-086 V890-005 1.888 13.55 1.04 1.306 1.311 +0.33 13.46
2s-118 V890-022 1.887 13.78 1.10 1.339 1.301 -2.78 13.33
2s-115 R891-005 1.889 14.99 0.81 1.345 1.366 1.56 14.27
2s-119 V890-022 1.887 15.00 0.77 1.383 1.368 -1.12 14.29
2s-043 V890-005 1.887 14.24 0.74 1.404 1.380 -1.71 14.47
2s-085 V890-005 1.886 16.22 0.61 1.448 1.456 +0.57 15.64
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